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Reclusive comic book artist Trip Spector spends his life doodling super-square, straitlaced superheroes,
hiding from his fans, and crushing on his unattainable boss until he meets the dork of his dreams. Silas
Goolsby is a rowdy FX makeup creator with a loveless love life and a secret streak of geek who yearns for
unlikely rescues and a truly creative partnership.

Against their better judgment, they fall victim to chemistry, and what starts as infatuation quickly grows
tender and terrifying. With Silas's help, Trip gambles his heart and his art on a rotten plan: sketching out
Scratch, a "very graphic novel" that will either make his name or wreck his career. But even a smash can't
save their world if Trip retreats into his mild-mannered rut, leaving Silas to grapple with betrayal and
emotions he can't escape.

What will it take for this dynamic duo to discover that heroes never play it safe?
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From reader reviews:

Donna Beckman:

Nowadays reading books become more and more than want or need but also get a life style. This reading
habit give you lot of advantages. The advantages you got of course the knowledge the actual information
inside the book which improve your knowledge and information. The data you get based on what kind of e-
book you read, if you want attract knowledge just go with education books but if you want experience happy
read one together with theme for entertaining including comic or novel. Typically the Bad Idea is kind of
publication which is giving the reader erratic experience.

Jon Farris:

Information is provisions for anyone to get better life, information these days can get by anyone in
everywhere. The information can be a information or any news even a concern. What people must be
consider whenever those information which is inside the former life are challenging to be find than now's
taking seriously which one would work to believe or which one the actual resource are convinced. If you
obtain the unstable resource then you obtain it as your main information you will have huge disadvantage for
you. All of those possibilities will not happen in you if you take Bad Idea as your daily resource information.

Kathryn Patterson:

The actual book Bad Idea will bring you to the new experience of reading any book. The author style to
elucidate the idea is very unique. In case you try to find new book to see, this book very appropriate to you.
The book Bad Idea is much recommended to you to see. You can also get the e-book in the official web site,
so you can quicker to read the book.

Mary Stone:

Many people spending their time period by playing outside together with friends, fun activity having family
or just watching TV 24 hours a day. You can have new activity to shell out your whole day by reading
through a book. Ugh, do you consider reading a book can really hard because you have to take the book
everywhere? It all right you can have the e-book, having everywhere you want in your Cell phone. Like Bad
Idea which is obtaining the e-book version. So , why not try out this book? Let's view.
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